
Confirmation on Personal Interactions

I had coffee this morning with Tien Nguyen1 who had just returned from her second weekend of revival
meetings2 with Noa Muranyi.3 They’d been a team from Canberra who’d run meetings among islanders in
Brisbane. She recounted many things that happened in the meetings, but I was interested in what our King
had taught her while she was there, and subsequently. 

While talking, I shared with her that of particular interest was what he had showed her about interacting
with others in the many setting we found ourselves in. I was pleased because what she shared was a lot of
what I’d been taught over the past 5 years or so, as Father trained me in my sonship. In other words, what
she related to me was confirmation that I wasn’t “weird”, “wacky” or “off the planet”, and that I’d heard
correctly. 

Here’s the points on the matter from my own training. I was able to ‘tick off’ many of these from what
has been implanted in Tien’s spirit:

• Small numbers is to be our mindset

• Individuals are our prime focus

• Explain things as the Spirit leads

• Speak to the person’s spirit even though they will pick much of it up with their mind

• Don’t waste time arguing

• Fellowship wherever you are able to

• Look to connect with like-minded people

• Always seek to speak on spiritual matters wherever possible, but not exclusively

• Small-talk has limited value

• Know when not to talk

• Know when to stop talking

• Be content to remain silent

• Don’t allow family ties to compel you to do things or say things

• Deal with any verbal attacks with the truth, but with love and grace, don’t shy away from it
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(Readers will need to look up for themselves any scriptures alluded to in this document)

1 – www.embassyofhopeaustralia.com/post/the-spirit-is-moving 
2 – www.youtube.com/watch?v=jzuxnkK45X8 
3 – Embassy of Hope Australia  www.facebook.com/embassyofhopeaustralia
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